
	  

	  

	  

Sahara Apartments Selects Count Me In Time and Attendance 

with Facial Recognition 

LAS VEGAS – Count Me In, a wholly owned subsidiary of SkyWire, Inc., a nationwide Hospitality 

Solutions provider, SMS Mobile Marketing and Mobile Application Development company, announces 

completion of the deployment of the Facial Recognition for Biometric Time and Attendance solution at the 

Sahara Apartments in Tucson, AZ. 

 

Ted Mehr Owner of Sahara Apartments in Tucson, AZ recently upgraded his TimeCard Monitor to include 

a facial recognition system. Ted has been using TimeCard Monitor for more than five years to fulfill his 

time clock needs. At times he had issues with his maintenance staff being recognized by the finger print 

readers. 

 

This year Count Me In, integrated the FaceID100 facial recognition device with their version 6 software 

platform called TimeCard Monitor. Ted asked to be one of the first to implement the new addition to 

TimeCard Monitor. “I absolutely love our new face recognition system!” – Ted Mehr. 

Tucson, AZ 

 

Ted mentioned "how wonderful it is that no one has any problems signing in, especially with people who 

get their fingers dirty like our maintenance people". Ted went on to explain "The other huge advantage of 

the systems is that it does not depend on a PC". 

 

Count Me In now offers three self-contained network terminals adding additional options to the existing 

product set. “The introduction of the FaceID100 (a facial recognition system) is an important addition to 

our overall forward looking products strategy” claims Shawn Harris President and CEO. Shawn adds “This 

is just the beginning of the enhancements that we have planned." Stay tuned to see how the TimeCard 

Monitor and our other workforce management mobile tools will revolutionize the industry. 

 

SkyWire’s new, FaceID100 terminals provide near real-time reporting and information on employee 

punches. 

 

This allows manager’s to make informed decisions based on accurate information about the current staffing 

at any given time. Additionally data may be stored on a remote device and all bidirectional communications 

to take place daily, weekly or once per pay period. With Time Card Monitor data is synced between back of 

the house servers and front of the house stand-alone capable clocks, giving Time Card Monitor the ability 

to deliver actionable workforce data in real or near real-time. The FaceID100terminals offer TCP/IP, and 

have available Wi-Fi, or GPRS. They also have storage capability for thousands of punches and come with 

an available UPS to enable punching while your network and power are out. 

 

Since the interface with Player Tracking is bidirectional, Marketers can delay an offer being sent to any 

guest that shows up as currently in play, thus avoiding interruption of gaming activities to redeem an offer. 

Coupon Connect™ is a modular component of the Mobile Connect™ product suite, which provides 

hospitality operators with the most advanced text messaging technology available. 



 
About SkyWire -- SkyWire, Inc. is a nationwide Hospitality Solutions provider, SMS Mobile Marketing and 

Mobile Application Development company as well as a cutting edge Mobile Content Enabler (MCE).  

SkyWire's Mobile Connect™ Product Suite is designed to reduce marketing costs, generate revenue and 

enhance guest service. Mobile Connects™ modular solutions include: Mobile Connect™, Rooms Connect™, 

Table Connect™, Progressive Connect™, Poker Connect™ and Emergency Connect™. In addition, 

SkyWire also develops mobile applications and provides Workforce Dynamics™, an integrated Time and 

Attendance labor management solution. For more information, visit www.skywire.com. 

 

 

	  


